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Speak with all kinds of different IT with a configurable and
flexible message broker for
electonic data exchange.

Spec Sheet
IT IS enbex is a .NET-based communication
system for reliable and cost effective
electronic data exchange.
The main advantage of IT IS enbex is
electronic data transfer of B2B documents
and the conversion of such documents in
various formats. Furthermore IT IS enbex
allows an exchange of data from NAV
with different other systems and supports

various forms of digital signature.
IT IS enbex is XML, EDI-fact and flat file
compatible and offers the participants a
configurable interface for the definition of
fields and formats. IT IS enbex comes with
protocols like http or https, SMTP, FTP and
can manage some 1000 transmissions
per minute (dependent on hardware and
document size).

The News and facts at a glance:
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exchange of data from NAV with other various systems
Hardware appliance with preinstalled solution is available
Reliable,cost effective yet powerful document handling
prepared for various forms of digital signature (X. 509 certificates)
XML, EDI-fact and flat file handling
Data security at each transmission is ensured by high encoding

Technical Requirements:
Intel Pentium-compatible CPU with more than 350 MHz
500 MB free hard disk space and 256 MB RAM
Windows Server 2003 with Service Pack 1; Windows XP Service Pack 2
Microsoft .NET Framework 3.0
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Enterprise, Standard or Developer Edition with Service Pack
3a and higher
ä Microsoft Visual Studio .NET with Microsoft Visual C# .NET (only required for
development)
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For more information , please visit: www.enbex.com and www.itis.de.
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